
MALE: With that being said, I'm going to introduce to you Mr. Curt Davis who received his Master's 

degree in Public Administration from the University Of Pittsburg and his bachelors of Science in 

Education from the University -- or I'm sorry from Indiana University of Pennsylvania.  He has been a 

state-certified, school-wide PBIS lead facilitator for two years.  He was a grant writer and trainer for the 

Alternative Community Resource Program for three years.  He spent seven years as a city manager, 

thirty-six years in the classroom as a teacher.  For thirteen years, he was the coordinator of Safe and 

Drug-Free Schools in the Greater Johnstown School District.  He is a resiliency trainer and facilitator, a 

peer mediation program trainer and coordinator, and a life-long learner and advocate of improving 

educational programs.  Now, I'm a former Math teacher, so I added that up, had sixty-one years worth of 

work, starting at twenty-two years old that would put him at about… 

CURTIS DAVIS: Oh, I started 21. 

MALE: Twenty-one.  So what we can see definitely from sixty years worth of work is he has had sixty-one 

years worth of time to do all that work.  This is a man that has spent a lot of energy and is extremely 

dedicated to improving the quality of education for our young people.  And so with that, I introduce to you 

Mr. Curt Davis. 

CURTIS DAVIS: Wow.  I'm not sure I'm worthy of all that.  Hold on one second.  First of all, I would like to 

thank you people, 8:30, coming up and signing up for a 90-minute session, so I'm going to try to keep this 

as pain-free as possible, all right, as we move along.  However, I'll also let you know, I have 30 years of 

experience officiating collegiate and high school wrestling, so every call I ever made was half right and 

half wrong, so you can beat me up all you want and I also want this.  I'd like questions.  I like it interactive.  

I will be asking you some questions.  Can everybody hear me all right?  In the back, you're good?  All 

right.  First thing I'm going to do, I want everybody if you would please stand up.  I know you hate this kind 

of stuff, don't you?  I hated it too when I was down there.  All right.  Now, we will put our hands in the air 

and I want everybody to holler along with me.  Go… 

AUDIENCE: Go… 

CURTIS DAVIS: …Penguins. 

AUDIENCE: …Penguins. 

CURTIS DAVIS: Now, I want you people from Philadelphia to know you're on film, cheering for the 

Penguins.  I want you to know that.  So your friends, I'm going to tell them, you know, "Hey, go look on -- 

you're going to see we were cheering for the Penguins."  You know what I mean but I appreciate it, you 

know, I just want to get that going.  Now, as we're moving forward also I have an updated version of the 

presentation, and you'll get it but you're going to have to earn it.  All right?  So it's not a free handout.  You 

may have the one you printed off online.  Oh, you know how that is, the one you have to send in a month 

in advance, that's been changed three times since then, so we do have an updated version but you are 



going to have to answer some questions to get it.  How many people in here are on a core team?  Let me 

see your hands please.  Wow.  Then, why am I up here?  All right?  And I say that honestly because you 

guys probably have some great ideas that I never thought of.  So as we're moving forward, when you see 

something up here, if you have something that's really, really worked for you, I would appreciate it if you 

would share it with us.  All right?  Okay.  I'm turning away from this microphone and it's kind of fading in 

and out, isn't it?  All right.  Let me see if I can get this better.  There you go maybe -- okay, testing one, 

two, we okay?  All right.  Okay.  Conducting a core team meeting and effective coaching, what we're 

going to talk about here?  These are our objectives, these you do have.  Develop and refine effective 

guidelines and practices for conducting effective core team meetings, understanding the importance of 

data, data forms, data analyses.  How many people in here are data people, like to analyze data?  Wow.  

And you're important to a team.  We'll talk about that.  Matter of fact, there are probably going to be some 

of these tables who are going to be recruiting you in a little bit because whenever I ask you to actually 

interpret some data, they're going to be, "Oh, man.  Come on.  Get those people on my table."  All right.  

Understand the rules and functions of the school-wide positive behavior intervention coach and 

understanding the importance of self-evaluation in everything you do.  When I say self-evaluation in 

everything you do.  And by the way like they said, I had 36 years in the classroom and that was by 

choice.  They kept asking me to go get principal's papers and nothing against you principals but I always 

said, "Gees, you know, I have to go and be an assistant principal which is the one that -- the only kinds 

you see are the bad kids get sent in to you and God bless you."  So I said, "No, I like to stay in the 

classroom."  And I did teach seventh grade to twelfth grade.  And in my 36-year career, I also taught 13 

different subjects.  So I'm probably ADHD is where this is going because I had to have been bored 

teaching the same thing.  And I always tell people this, how many people in here teach at a middle school 

level?  You don't teach eighth grade, you entertain eighth grade, you know.  You know, all they worried 

about is Suzie and Johnny and the note and all that, so that makes that job a lot tougher.  And -- but 

those kids are also the kids that, wow, you know, if you can connect with them and they are looking for, 

you know, some background and one of the things you did here and one of the reasons I'm into this and 

we were talking at one of the front tables here is -- I'm also a trainer.  I've been trained and been training 

in resiliency, and I don't know how many of you people cut the session the other day where we talked 

about it a little bit.  Were any of you people at the session on resiliency?  All right.  And so I have to give 

that spiel again because I'm a role advocate of resiliency and Dr. Seligman out of University of 

Pennsylvania, and for those of you who don't know what resiliency is, it's the belief that everybody has the 

innate ability to self-right at really any point in their life.  And our goal is to help them self-right.  So I'm 

going to ask you a question and my question to you is, at what age did you self-right?  I want you to give 

it a thought.  And the reason I say that is this, when I was in seventh grade, I backhanded my 70-year old 

Math teacher right across the face.  I was in the office to be expelled.  The only thing to save me was my 

dad came in and you know what they did in those days and he said, "I'm going to whip his, you know, at 

home until the cows come home."  And the principal said, "All right."  You know, and they kept me in.  But 



I can honestly tell you this, when I came back to teach in the district I came out of, oh my God, there was 

like people who were having a heart attack saying, "You are kidding me, you're going to let this guy teach 

kids?  Man, he got to be in jail."  I mean, I did not self-right until about maybe at best my junior year in 

college when I finally realized that, you know what, maybe I should take the hard professors, I'll learn 

more.  So let me ask you a question, how many of you didn't self-right until you were out of high school?  

All right.  See?  And it kind of drives you and you understand that and here's the thing I used to always 

say too, I ran student assistance program for 13 years and the one thing we always talked about was this, 

sometimes the best we can do is keep a kid from making a major mistake that's going to have an 

overwhelming impact on the rest of their life until the maturity genes kick in.  And sometimes that's what it 

amounts to.  Just keep them out of that major piece of trouble until the -- so you're smiling, you were in 

trouble when you were young, weren't you?  You know, you know, you know, that's what I used to say 

too.  That I used to tell my parents, "No, it wasn't me, really, you know, it was the teacher."  You know, but 

that's one of the things we look at and really that's what drew me, you know, to school-wide positive 

behavior intervention systems because when people would say to me, when I became a facilitator 

because really -- I'll tell you how I got into this.  I had a behavior health agency that I worked for, 

Alternative Community Resource Program so we do school-based mental health and we work with 

autism, and when I retired from teaching stuff, be a city manager some time.  So I retired from that and 

the guy grabbed me and said, "How about you come by and write some grants for us?"  And I see this 

come across my computer about school-wide facilitator.  And I looked at the criteria and I go, "Well, boy, 

that looks interesting.  I think I'd like that."  So I send my resume into the state and the state calls me and 

they said, "What are you doing, sending a resume in?"  And I go, "Well, I want to be a facilitator."  And 

they go, "That was by invitation only, nobody invited you."  That's a true story.  That's a true story.  And I 

went, "Well, you know what?  I read the criteria.  And you know what?  I think you're going to have a hard 

time finding somebody to fit the criteria better than me."  And they went, "Really?"  And I went, "Yeah."  

And I said, "So, I'll tell you what…"  Now, some people may say it's arrogance and my wife has told me 

sometimes to slow down my arrogance.  So I have to teach myself to be humble sometimes, you know.  

And then I tell her it's not arrogance, it's confidence.  And there is a difference and I do have to 

sometimes evaluate myself on it.  But I did tell them, I said, "You know what?  I'd appreciate if you'd pass 

it on.  I think I would be a good candidate."  And you know what?  I'll give the state their due.  Two weeks 

later, they called me and said, "You know what?  You're right.  We looked at your criteria, we looked at 

your resume and yeah, we think you'd be a good facilitator."  That's how I became a facilitator.  So, you 

know, I'm just telling you out there, you know, don't be afraid.  One of the things we talk about even in 

school-wide, don't be afraid to sell the program, you know, it's a good program.  And now when I go to 

talk to people and they say, "What is School-wide Positive Behavior?"  And I say, "Well, here's what it is: 

it is a program whereby somebody came up with the idea that if you take a school building, create a 

positive culture, it will increase academics and decrease behavior."  Guys, I'm not going to say it on 

camera.  What I'm used to is I go no, you know, this isn't rocket science.  This is what good educators 



were doing all of their careers but what's nice about school-wide is somebody bottled it.  Somebody took 

it, they put it in a structure, they gave it form, they gave it a data component, and they showed you could 

now take it and generalize it with other people and train people and put in the schools, and that's what I 

like about it.  The other thing I like about it is it is so free domain.  I've been involved in a lot of programs 

over the years and you know what?  You always had to buy $10,000 worth of this or $5,000 worth of this 

and, you know, you had to have this and you had -- and then I came to school-wide, you guys go ended 

up -- how many spend time on the PBIS and the PAPBS websites?  They're awesome, aren't they?  Did 

you go to Maryland?  Yeah, you go to Maryland every -- I mean, every school district, not only do they 

have it; all of their lesson plans are on there, all of their programs that are working well.  Florida, they 

share everything.  Pennsylvania shares everything.  Michigan is a little iffy and Illinois, you know, they're a 

little tight with theirs sometimes.  But you understand that that is nice because you don't have to reinvent 

and recreate everything.  I'm telling you, you people are working on core teams and coaching.  I steal 

stuff all the time online, I do.  And you know what else I tell people?  When this presentation is online, you 

take anything you want.  You take the slides, you take anything you want out of it, you use it because 

that's what we're all about here.  That's what a core team's all about, that's what coaching's all about.  I'm 

going in and I'm talking to a lot of student assistance teams.  I worked with them for 13 years, you know.  

And we're working with interacting type stuff, and the first thing I always look at them and say, "What's 

your mission statement?"  "Do what's right for the kids."  Now, as long as we understand that's our 

mission statement and we're committed to that then, okay, we're on the same page, we're going to work 

forward and then we can work out differences.  And that's kind of the approach I take whenever I'm 

coming in with a lot of these things, all right?  All right.  Nothing worse than walking into a meeting, right, 

and everybody is sitting in a meeting like this.  All right?  And I'm going to tell you, if you're running a 

meeting, come on, man, if you're the person in charge, when they walk in, you know, be happy, show 

them you want to be there.  If you don't want to be there, they're not going to want to be there, you know?  

And some of this stuff is common sense and you know it, so I apologize for that in advance, but it never 

hurts to be, you know, reminded that you have to do these kind of things, all right?  Guidelines for a good 

meeting, and then, of course, [indistinct] how many people can read that stuff underneath?  Huh?  Sure, 

all the youngsters can, you know.  All right then, you know.  But anyhow, yeah, it says subject to change 

to alteration depending on the circumstances, people involved, materials available, whether funding and 

other unforeseeable things may impact the process, right?  But you know why I put that there; because 

that's what you work with.  You know yourself.  Oh, man, there it is today and all of a sudden, oh, man, 

the PEP assembly is today, and I can't do that because all of a sudden, you know, you got a parent-

teacher thing or the principal, you know.  And that's -- those are the kind of things that we have to work 

with, so you keep that in mind.  All right.  Here's what I'm going to ask you people to do, I'm going to ask 

every table -- because you guys are on coaching thing anyhow -- have a recorder and I want you to come 

up with what you think are three guidelines for a good meeting, three guidelines for a good meeting.  You 

have maybe, you know, shouldn't take more than two to three minutes for that, right?  Every table, three 



guidelines for a good meeting, go ahead, write them down.  All right.  Can I have your attention back up 

here please?  Thank you.  I want -- we're good, we're good.  Always takes everybody a while just to get 

their brain into, you know, turn it into drive there.  Who wants to -- who wants to come up and share their 

rules?  Come on, get out of here, come on up. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Can [inaudible] from here? 

CURTIS DAVIS: Yes, you can. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Agenda -- an agenda, a time keeper, have the data ready.  A note taker to make 

sure some thing distributed out appropriately afterwards.  Open mind, good listeners, food, and qualitative 

information to assist the [inaudible] of information. 

CURTIS DAVIS: Oh, man.  So we got agenda -- do you have that list?  Can I see it? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: [inaudible] 

CURTIS DAVIS: Okay.  I'm going to walk down there because I have to repeat it so that they get it on 

camera.  And you know what -- and unfortunately, the only person who gets the, you know, the prize is 

the one that lay -- laid it all out, so you know, all right?  Okay.  Where is your list?  Okay.  Let's see.  Is it 

on here? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Yes. 

CURTIS DAVIS: All right.  Guidelines for a good meeting, other than spelling. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Okay. 

CURTIS DAVIS: Agenda, have the data ready, time keeper, note takers, open-minded, good listeners, 

food, oh, and qualitative information.  Very good.  Thank you.  Give them a round of applause, please.  All 

right.  Now, also understand this: there's a bigger prize in here that will be offered up later in the 

presentation.  Let's see how your match goes with mine.  So here's what I have.  Start on time.  I'm going 

to have you have that as one of your rules with your meetings.  Okay.  Start on time.  I hate it, I hate it.  I 

used to hate student assistance meetings and core team meetings where, you know, everybody is 

rambling in and it's like five to ten minutes and that's why when you guys were coming in here at 8:35, I 

said -- I looked at the chair and I said, "No, no, no, that's 8:30, we'll give them time.  It's early in the 

morning, okay?"  Have an agenda, all right.  How many groups had agenda on your thing?  I think 

everybody did.  It's a given, isn't it?  Yup.  You know, little blueprint, all right.  And I saw this on 

somebody.  How many had the set the time parameters on stuff?  Okay.  And sometimes you have to do 

that because -- I don't know about you, but everything you've seen in all of our stuff, you know, core team 

meeting really only should be about a half hour, you know, 40 minutes at max.  We used to be out of the 

door.  How are you guys doing on that?  How many of you pretty much stayed within the half hour to 40 

minutes?  How many of you tend to drag on past that?  Okay.  Yeah.  You know, and that's why 



sometimes too, one of things I'll stress in here is setting those time parameters and letting people know.  

And that's where when you guys had the rules and the facilitators, that's the other thing we'll talk about in 

here.  You know, some people -- you have to have somebody that knows how to move people on without 

being confrontational.  You know what I mean?  I mean, let's face it, we've all been in those meetings 

where, you know, somebody just starts rambling and rambling, and you have to.  You have to be able to 

say, "Look, you know, that's all fine but, you know, we got to get moving here, so hold on to that."  It 

doesn't mean you blow off with they're talking about it, you know, but it means you may even take it just 

like you do with a student in class.  You know, we're students all the time too.  You know how you have 

that student and what do you do?  You redirect them or you rephrase what they are saying.  So that 

makes it more concise but you're showing them, yeah, it's a good point.  All right.  So let's take it, let's 

move on.  Just techniques, you know, they're all techniques we use in the classroom anyhow so, all right?  

Start with your successes.  Do you do that?  It's a good technique to use.  You know, I used it in my core 

team.  When I come in, you know, I say, okay, you know, and before we even move on, you know, do you 

have any feel-goods that happened?  You know, and they say, "Yeah, you know, wow, Johnny actually 

came and asked for help or Susie did this."  And, you know, that's nice to know there are some successes 

out there so everybody needs to know that.  That's why I always feel that's kind of important, all right?  

And you can't run away from challenges.  Now, you know, we'll do that TIPS team meeting thing, but you 

can't run away from challenges.  I'm sorry.  Every team has challenges.  Be it -- I'm working with three 

different school districts.  Let me see.  The one -- the challenge is they really don't have probably 

administrative support that they should, all right?  The other one, their challenge is funding.  There are 

poor school districts and its funding.  The third one, there really isn't because everybody is on -- 

everybody is on board and everything is working well but you have to -- you have to look at those 

challenges.  And when it comes the time to look at challenges, how many people in here can recite the 

Prayer of Serenity?  Can you do it?  Anybody want to do it?  I don't know it that well, but I do know this, 

right, you know, what is it?  God, grant me… 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Serenity to accept the… 

CURTIS DAVIS: Probably accept the things I cannot change. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: I think courage to… 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: The courage to change… 

CURTIS DAVIS: Courage to accept the things I, you know, courage to accept.  And anyhow, it ends up 

with wisdom to know the difference.  The bottom line is -- and I recite this all the time to people, the 

bottom line is there are certain things you can't change.  All right?  And you're just going to have to accept 

that so you're going to have to work on what you can't change.  You're going to have -- no, you know, and 

I hate to do this on a thing but, you know, I'm not happy with the government budget.  Do I have any 

control over it?  No.  Now, it doesn't mean I can't influence.  But I can talk to my legislator, I can do this 



kind of stuff, that kind of stuff but I'm not going to sit and say, we can't move forward because we're not -- 

that don't work that way, you know, let -- come on, let's move on, let's go where we're going, you know.  

And challenges -- the problem too, is depending on how you go with that out, that can bring a whole team 

down.  So, and that's why you have to remember now, what's the name of this program?  Positive 

Behavior and Intervention Support Systems and you do have to keep it positive.  Look at the data.  All 

right?  And you'll get all of these stuff too so you don't have to write it down.  I mean, I'm just saying here 

that the handout you'll get will have all these stuff in it so, all right?  And it will be online and like I said, 

you can use anything you want.  Follow the meeting form and we have a meeting form.  How many of you 

use the form in your meetings?  Let me see your hands there.  I got to tell you, the rest of you, it's a great 

idea.  Do you find that that it really helps a lot?  Boy, they're nice too.  We have it.  We're going to go over 

it.  We're going to use the TIPS model here.  That's another thing we'll be talking about a little bit so, all 

right?  I can assure you, you will be out of here early or on time, you know, guaranteed.  Nothing worse 

than something struggling on and struggling on so, you know, always end early or on time, all right?  

Okay.  A little throwback for you old-timers like me, you know.  Anybody want to sing it?  Does anybody 

really know what time it is?  Does anybody really care?  You know, the little song the Chicago translated 

for you -- for you young people but I never liked them but that was a good line, you know, all right?  And 

the answer really is yes, you know, people do care.  How do you handle time issues?  What do you do 

about it?  All right?  Here's what I do, I always get there early, you know, when I'm coming here to 

present, you can be assured, I'm going to be here.  My thumb drives in here.  Here it's a half hour.  You 

know, when I'm going--when I'm going to a school district, I always get there early because if you've been 

in education, you know that when you get there, all of a sudden the computer doesn't work, all of a 

sudden the paper copier jammed, it -- right?  How many have ever had that kind of stuff happened to the 

meeting?  Yeah.  So it's always nice to kind of get there early if you can and, you know, get things moving 

along so, you know, be early to the meeting area.  That takes too long.  Look at your watch, say, let's get 

started.  I don't -- you know, when I'm running a meeting, that's one of the things I do, I just kind of go and 

say, all right, let's get started and we go with it.  If somebody comes in late, you know, then here's what I 

do.  I basically -- I don't go back and review.  I don't go back and review.  I don't -- I just say we're in item 

number three, you know, well, they can -- they can catch up.  They can catch up.  And remember now, 

what is the mantra?  What is the mantra of disciplining anybody?  Praise them publicly and discipline 

them privately.  Adults, kids, everybody, we all -- we all love to be praised publicly, you know, but when it 

comes the time to be told, do it private.  You just pulled them on the side and you say you know what.  

And you know what, here's what I used to always do also.  I'm in a classroom.  I got a kid sleeping in the 

back.  I just used to do this.  I taught psychology for 25 years.  So you have a kid sleeping in the back so I 

just say to the students, I'd say, "Hello, hello, you know, there he is sleeping in the back."  And I say, 

you're the teacher, how are you going to handle it?  What if your kids did it?  How would -- how would you 

handle it?  A kid sleeping in the back, what would you do? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Talk louder. 



CURTIS DAVIS: Talk louder.  Okay.  That's good.  We have to talk louder.  All right.  Give me another 

one. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Just walk (inaudible) 

CURTIS DAVIS: Who said that? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: (inaudible) 

CURTIS DAVIS: The old proximity thing, huh?  In proximity, great.  I know, when you do have that 

student, you just kind of wander over there and the next thing you know, they know why you're there, you 

know, that's not an accident you went down that aisle.  What would you do?  All right, proximity, get close 

to him.  Anybody else?  Well, you have kids in high school, you know, they want to do the stuff like, just 

drop the book right by him and scare him, you know, and blah, blah, blah and what if he didn't wake up 

and then he came in the next day and he's sleeping, you know, and they try all those things and then I'd 

finally look at him and I say, "Let me ask you a question.  Did anybody ever think to take him outside and 

ask him why?  I mean, what if his grandmother is dying?  And the kid is spending the night at the 

hospital."  I'm serious.  And the kid's dragging himself to school.  Now, if you take him out in the hall and 

the reason is because he went to a concert last night, that's different but let's find out why.  See what I 

mean?  Those are the kind of things you want to do.  So if somebody is late all the time, that's why you 

want to talk to him privately.  It may be legitimate, you may have to make an adjustment and say, "You 

know what?  That's good, we're going to allow you to come in late because you have a special person 

you're working with and they need to get out to the bus and therefore, you can't make it."  Do you know 

what I mean?  So that's kind of the stuff you want to do.  Always keep that in mind and that's one of the 

things I always stress to in all of my meetings and I -- and I attempt to stress it with myself.  When I'm 

disagreeing with somebody, I step back and I change and I put myself in their position.  And then I hear 

what I'm saying and sometimes I go, "Well, you know what?  They have a good point."  And that's not 

easy to do, I had to train myself.  I wasn't always like that but I have trained myself.  I do self-evaluations 

on a regular basis.  How many of you do self-evaluations on a regular basis?  I'm glad to see that.  We all 

should.  You know, you step back and think, what am I doing right?  What am I doing wrong?  We put an 

evaluation process and my directors loved it.  Where everybody that works for them, I'm glad to evaluate 

them.  Now, for 25 questions, yes, no, whatever.  Now, what I told my directors was this, I said, "If you 

think you're a good listener and I get 30 sheets back that say you're not a good listener, then obviously 

somebody is wrong, so let's take a look at it and perception is sometimes reality and reality is sometimes 

perception."  So we have to deal with that issue and then we talk to the people.  And you know what, it's 

all on how you do it because we looked at it positively because what I do is I look at it and say, okay, 

here's the things you're doing well, here's what you want to improve.  Let's set some goals.  Are you trying 

to keep it positive?  Are you trying to make it so that we're all working to improve ourselves?  And core 

team meetings are no different.  You should evaluate yourself, there's a core team meeting.  They're too 

slow.  I have a draft and the meeting timed out.  Enforce the time parameters, you know.  Who's the -- 



who's the person in your group?  Do you have somebody that's good at shutting people off and moving 

things on?  How many people do have somebody like that in their group?  How many who don't have 

somebody like that in the group?  Let me see your hands there if you don't have somebody like that in the 

group?  You know, it's not easy.  It's a talent.  It's a talent, you know.  Get to the data piece as soon as 

possible and always close with thank you.  All right?  Those are the time issues.  And, oh, man, I got my 

old boss used to say this to me all the time, you know, right?  How many of you have seen that hanging 

up on the door?  And it is true though, isn't it?  You know, it's not my fault that you waited until, you know, 

an hour before it was due.  Not that any of you ever wrote a paper on that last night before it was due but 

for those of you who did -- and that is true, you know, so keep that in mind, all right?  Okay.  The next 

thing we're going to do -- I think at this point, we can hand out, would you please, the latest versions of -- 

when you get those, I'll give you a minute or two.  Now, we're coming to the part where you can win a 

prize later on, so.  And I think it's a pretty neat prize, to be honest.  How many of you have heard and 

watched Robert Horner's Talks on -- okay, good.  Yeah, we're going to go into a little bit of the TIPS stuff.  

How many use TIPS?  All right.  Stand up, take a break, water pass, knees out, you know.  Take a 

breath.  If you got a copy, and we're ready to go back.  First of all, I want to give credit to Rob Horner.  It's 

not my idea, it's his idea, and he started to use that a lot more.  If you would turn to it, this is the form -- let 

me see.  Page 10, well, it wouldn't be slide 10 so I don't know where that is.  Everybody have it? 

AUDIENCE: [Inaudible] 

CURTIS DAVIS: All right.  Now, if you look at this, this is the one that Rob Horner used.  Now, how many 

people did say they're using this from?  Let me see your hands.  Well, not many.  I have to tell you, it's a 

great form.  It's online.  You can download it.  You can print it out.  It is a great form to use in a meeting 

and the reason is when you look at it, it's not even saying like here's the date -- remember how when you 

guys did what's important, the rules?  Look how it tells you what the rule is, the location, who's the 

facilitator, who's the minute taker, who's the data analyst, and we do that in some of our core team 

meetings.  All right?  Then you come down here and you look at, all right, today's agenda, I give you the 

data, we'll go to PBIS video, reset supervisor extra or -- reset supervisor expectations, next meeting 

agenda.  Then you come down here, information on the team issues to address, video in the morning, 

reset supervisor expectations, discussion, what do you want to do, what's our task, what's our decision.  

Video is ready, congratulations.  Who has to do it by when?  Problem solving action plan, and this is the 

part we're going to get into later when we're talking data.  You know, after all, that's who we are.  We're 

problem solvers and it's great to have data when it comes to problem solving.  So you come down here 

and we're going to be doing a little, you know, what, when, where, who and why.  Disrespectful behavior 

with adults in the classroom at all grade levels has doubled this year.  Many students are contributing, 

problems seem to occur.  Then we say, "Okay, what are we going to do about it?  Who's in charge and by 

when?"  And then down the bottom, you do an evaluation of your team meeting.  And that's an important 

part too because then if you look -- if you look at the end, was today's meeting a good use of time?  Yes, 

no.  All right?  And so so.  So so.  And you have each person fill that up.  And you can even, for those of 



you who are -- I love the schools that are tech-savvy.  You know, if you know your way around a laptop, 

you can even have this on there and then you can electronically keep one of these so you have a folder 

for every minute every meeting and there you are.  You can go back and you can say, "Wait a minute, 

you know, this is the same stupid problem we've talked about three months ago.  What did we decide 

back then?"  Go back and look at it.  And then you come up with the data again.  All right?  So it's a good 

form.  Now, what I'm going to show you next is one we actually did.  This one, the school -- the core 

teams that I'm working with.  And here was the issue.  As you can see here, we had our data collector 

and all that kind of stuff.  Our core team was made up, we had our school psychologist, we had our 

administrator, we had a special needs teacher, we had two classroom teachers, we had a guidance 

person, you know.  Nice cross section which you should have on your core team.  And what the data was 

showing us when you come down here -- now, we looked at the reward system, we teach the lessons and 

then we go to the SWIS data.  How many of you are using SWIS?  All right.  How many of you are using 

something else?  How is that working out with the other stuff?  All right.  You know, sometimes you 

integrate -- the thing I like, and I am not a SWIS, you know, salesman at all.  We use it at our -- we also 

have two alternative schools so I have it in the alternative schools, but the thing I like about it is charts.  

I'm sorry, when you hand somebody numbers, it just does not have the same impact as slapping a chart 

in front of them, do you know what I mean?  It shows, here's the trend, you know, here's where it's high, 

here's where it's low.  Remember whenever you did your school safety survey and your self assessment 

survey.  So when you did your self assessment survey, when you got started, were you surprised by the 

red on it?  I'm telling you, I had one school, man, when that assessment came up, I mean, it was 80% 

red, you know.  And like the guy said in the presentation the other day, one of the sessions I was in, you 

know, when you slap that up before the faculty and you see it -- but what's nice too, I also had another 

school where, whenever we put it up, it was 80%, you know, it was in that kind of white, yellow where it's -

- we were doing great.  And I basically looked at them and here's another thing I tell a lot of schools I go 

in to facilitate.  A lot of schools have a lot great programs already in place.  So in effect, you're probably 

already doing 80% of school-wide positive intervention and support systems.  So now, all you do is roll 

right into that structure, you know.  One of the districts that worked with us, they had paths in place, they 

had these [indistinct] in place, they had all of [inaudible] in place, you know.  I'm coming in and doing 

school wide and, guess what?  Yeah, that's all great Tier I stuff.  You already have it in place.  Do you 

know what I mean?  They already had the Tier II and the Tier III.  How many of you have a school-based 

mental health therapist in your schools already?  Okay, yeah, so, you know, like I said, you're already in 

that Tier III.  How many are doing Check In Check Out kind of thing?  All right, good.  That's what I'm 

saying.  There's a lot of good stuff here.  Now, what these guys did, the data showed that they were 

having a large amount of pushing, shoving, bullying on a sidewalk and the time on it was like 3:00, 3:30 

and it was fourth, fifth, and sixth graders.  Well, it didn't take rocket science to look at the data and figure 

out it had something to do with bus dismissal.  They were dismissing first, second, third, fourth, fifth, and 

sixth graders at the same time to get on the bus.  Well, who do you think got in the front of the line?  You 



think the 1st graders were in the front of the line?  I don't think so.  You know, automatically.  So what 

they did was they decided to go -- the teachers decided, let's create some more data.  So they actually 

stationed themselves outside and they did slashes on exactly where it was happening and what buses 

were happening.  And they came up with a solution and the solution was twofold.  Number one, the 

solution was the way the busses pulled in and stopped, and number two was obviously dismissing them 

in a staggered fashion.  Not rocket science but it did, you know, drastically cut down on the bussing 

issues.  Another one they had was cafeteria in one of the school districts I was working with.  And they 

had kids coming in and the kids going out in the same doorway, you know, and all they did was change it.  

You know, one goes out the back, one comes out the front.  So, you know, and the data showed it so, 

you know, there's good data and don't be afraid to use it.  So that's a good form though, I just wanted you 

guys to make use of that from.  Responsibilities of PBIS.  How many of you are familiar with this sheet?  

This is also PAPBS, go on their website.  This is on there, all right?  Here's what I want you to do, find this 

page.  You have this in your -- in your handout there?  Okay.  All right.  Do me favor.  I want you, for 

these eight questions -- you see the first that says advisers back up team member advance if unable to 

attend?  I want you to put out to the side.  Zero means it never happens on your team.  One, two, three 

means it always happens.  Zero, one, two, three, I want you to score your team off the side for these 

eight.  So you would have -- if you were perfect and everyone is here, you have 24 possible points.  Go 

ahead and take a minute and score your team, zero, one, two, three on each of these items for your core 

team you work with or you're in.  Make sure -- for those of you people who truly scored yourself, total it 

up.  What's your total?  What's your total?  All right.  You now have, let me see, ten, five, four, three, two, 

one.  Anybody have a 24, 23, 22, 21, 20, 19?  Oh, a 19.  Now I want you guys to know, you know, I did 

calculate it and 19 does put you in the 80%, so you did make what we would call fidelity.  All right?  

Eighteen?  Seventeen?  Sixteen?  Fifteen?  Fourteen?  I'm not going any lower.  Now, as I walk around, 

and first of all, I appreciate your honesty.  And it's not important how you scored.  What's important is that 

you did look at it and at least it let you do a kind of an evaluation of where your strengths and where your 

weaknesses are.  Here's a point that came out going to a couple of different tables that I would've forgot.  

The nice thing about -- and I have to go back.  The nice thing about using this form is if you've ever come 

in to a meeting and, all of a sudden, you didn't just have one problem, you had five problems to deal with; 

the nice thing about using a TIPS form is it makes you focus and prioritize your problems.  Because when 

you look at the data, what happens is you turn around and you say, "Here's our number one problem.  

Let's deal with it first."  And you take the data and you form a hypothesis, a possible, potential solution, 

and then you come back and revisit.  And then when you have that problem solved, you go to problem 

number two.  A lot of teams, what happens is you'll come in and you end up having five or six problems 

so you're all over the board.  And then it was mentioned too trying to figure out which one you dealt with 

and how you dealt with, and that's what's nice about these kind of forms.  And somebody did ask me, 

believe me, TIPS manual is online.  PAPBS, the TIPS manual, the TIPS powerpoint presentation, it's all 

online, you know, go on and take a look at it.  All right?  Okay.  During the team meeting, now I'm not 



going to ask you to score this.  This is just something, like I said, you can take a look at because I got too 

many other things I want to get to.  During the team meeting, starts meeting on time, determine the date 

and time, coordinates the flow, prompts the team, just an evaluation form [indistinct] in there for you.  You 

guys can look at that, you know, you're all capable of reading.  TIPS meeting foundation checklist, a 

member assigned to serve, member assigned to, you know, serve as the minute taker, data [indistinct].  

Do you have those assigned roles on your team?  How many do?  Let me see your hands.  Okay.  How's 

it working out?  Who's your minute taker?  Are they doing it--how many of you are doing it on a computer 

so you have a backup and just can save it?  Boy, that's nice.  Nothing else but a laptop.  How many of 

you are writing it down and keeping the minutes, you know, just manually?  What do you do?  Where do 

you keep them?  How do you go back to the files?  How good are you at remembering what you did three 

months ago?  Just questions, something to think about, you know.  If you're like me, you're not.  So that's 

what's nice about this, okay?  Using data to problems solve, right?  Here's where we're moving forward 

now.  Do we have a problem?  And those of you who have been in any of the TIPS training, you know the 

questions are what, who, where, when and why, and that's what SWIS does.  And we're going to take a 

look at--test the hypothesis.  All right?  ODR, is that what you use?  Okay.  So I have one school I'm 

working with who averages probably about 15 ODRs a day.  And then I have another school I'm working 

with that I trained in SWIS.  And when I called the principal, K through 6 -- September, October, 

November, December.  So I called them on January 12th, then I said, "Let me look at your SWIS data."  

And he said, "We don't have any ODRs."  You see the look on your face?  That was the look on my face, 

because I looked at him in a look of disbelief.  And I said, "Wow.  Can I bottle you?"  And then I went, 

"Ooh, that's sarcasm.  Maybe I shouldn't do that."  You know, he looked and I said, "Come on."  And we 

talked about it and finally came to the realization that sometimes when you're working with the team or a 

school, people don't want to admit they have problems, all right?  And I dealt with this with student 

assistance, you know.  The school I was in was an urban school.  And when the TV channel wanted to 

talk about drug problems or alcohol problems, man, they were in my face.  Who here of you -- time out.  

Here's what I'm going to do.  Yes, I'll talk about it and what we do with our students.  But here's what I'm 

going to tell you, whenever you put this on the air, here's the one sentence that better not be edited out; 

the part that says we understand their issues and we're addressing them.  Not everybody is addressing 

them, but everybody has them.  And if I see that gone, don't come back and I'll give you credit, they did 

leave it on because sometimes that's what you have to work with.  You know, sometimes people like to 

sweep things under the rug to make it look good, you know, to the parents, to the public, to the 

perception.  Well, you know, that's not dealing with the issue.  And that's what's nice about data also, you 

know.  When you have the data to put in front of you, all right, that makes a big difference.  Let me just -- 

we'll jump to it.  Here, good example.  Here's your SWIS tab, all right?  Now when you look at this, what 

does this tell you?  Okay.  All right.  What is your analysis of this?  What are you -- what are you going to 

tell me from this data? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: [indistinct] 



CURTIS DAVIS: Okay.  So what you're telling me is that the number of referrals went up.  So now what's 

my next question? 

AUDIENCE: Why. 

CURTIS DAVIS: Why.  See, that's the part we have to come up with, why.  Well, I don't know.  You know 

yourself, September [indistinct] you know, especially if you're elementary.  Those are kids coming in and 

they're still shell-shocked, but, you know, by the end of the year.  And any of you that have ever taught 

seniors know that, you know, they -- once they have problems, everybody, you can kiss them goodbye.  

They're not -- they're not doing anything.  You know, you're entertaining, you're dancing, you're doing 

everything you can.  Now -- but you look at this, now if you show somebody this kind of data then, you 

know, at least it gives them something to work with.  Now I'll also tell you this about SWIS and proper 

data, and this is something you have to be careful with, all right?  Those administrators out there, how 

many use SWIS?  Let me see your hands again.  Now SWIS also tells you which classrooms are sending 

in the most people, and I always use that positively because that's a real touchy subject.  You guys who 

are principals know that, right?  You know, all of a sudden, I'm teaching them, going, "Whoa, time out."  

You know, so you're telling me that so and so never sends anybody down?  So you look at their chart and 

they got nothing and I'm here.  But the other thing I'll tell you is this, and we worked with it in our school.  

When I have 75 ODRs come in and 50 were from the same -- one teacher, I had no problem sitting down 

with that one teacher and put the chart out.  Take the names off and you just say, "Here's the chart.  

Here's the data.  You tell me what's going on."  You know, let's do what we have over here.  You know, 

let's do it and we'll be out of here.  Now I'll also tell you this, in all fairness to the person, that might be the 

person I'm giving all the wrongful people too because those of you who have been in education know and 

those of you who are in administration know that, I'm sorry if you're a good administrator, you don't send 

that troubled kid into the classroom where you know they're going to get their butt kicked.  You send them 

to the classroom of a person you know can handle them and you have to keep that in mind.  That's good 

administration.  You see what I mean?  Those are the kind of things that you need to talk about.  You 

need to have that communication -- that open communication.  All right.  Let's look at the referrals by 

problem behavior.  Obviously this school district has a problem with what?  Everybody read that? 

AUDIENCE: Tardiness. 

CURTIS DAVIS: Tardiness, yeah.  How many school districts have you worked with that have tardy 

problems?  Okay.  Sure.  And then you look at it and you say, "Who's tardy?"  And then you address it.  

All right.  Why are they tardy?  Okay.  This is SWIS ed and It's good stuff.  That one is tardy.  This one 

says your problems are referrals by location there in the classroom and you can break it down, what 

classrooms.  You can break it down, what time of day.  You can break it down, which students.  It's good 

data, you know.  You can come up with some stuff.  I got to move along.  I'm running too short on time.  

Location, class, hall.  Time of day, good stuff to have.  Come on.  We're -- the first thing you say when 

you come in and go, "Where a lot of your [inaudible] referrals and where did they all come from?"  How 



many people have cafeteria here?  Let me see your hands.  Do you like it?  I got them those, but I loved 

it.  I love them.  I was sick.  They used to look at me and I go, Cafeteria and you're doing 20 years 

[inaudible] up and you know why?  I got a chance to interact.  I loved it.  A Kid would act up, you know 

what I do, I have penalty blocks.  I'd say, "Oh, you got to come over here and sit the penalty block."  They 

go, you know -- but you know what, they laughed at me, but by the same token you're separating them 

and taking them out of the, you know, group they were with and you got to talk to kids that you didn't 

normally get to talk to.  You know, like I said, I -- but a cafeteria could be a crazy place, referrals per 

student, all right.  Doing a -- how many of you have done this problems statement?  This stuff is all online 

and the key to doing a problem statement is being able -- everybody has always heard the primary 

statement where you say, "We have a problem in the cafeteria.  It's out of control."  Well, okay.  That's a 

problem, but that doesn't give you specifics, you know.  Now we're talking how do you break it down into 

specifics.  These are your core questions, all right?  What problem, how often is it happening, where is it 

happening, who's engaged in the behavior, when the problem is most likely to occur and why the problem 

is sustained?  So those are the questions you want answered when you're looking at data.  And you're 

doing it at TIPS tomorrow.  This is a primary statement.  And like I said, this stuff is in there.  I was going 

to have you write this stuff out of there.  All right.  Too many referrals, September has the most 

suspensions, gang behaviors increasing, cafeteria is out of control, student disrespect is out of control.  

Now this is what a precise statement goes by.  You see what I mean about refining?  There are more 

ODRs for aggression on a playground than last year.  They're -- these are more -- mostly like to occur 

during the first three sets, large number of students, aggression and getting access to new playground 

equipment.  That kind of tells you where you can go with it.  Now you can work with it, you know.  Now we 

can set a schedule up for the new playground equipment, you know.  Now we can change the process at 

recess.  We can do something.  Well, we did these.  All right.  This stuff is online and to be honest with 

you, how many of you do FBAs?  All right.  We're doing a lot of training now to [inaudible] the FBAs down 

in for the classroom so the teachers have a feel for, you know, how to do the [inaudible] and everything.  

And that's kind of what this is about.  All right.  Coaching functions, this is what your supposed to do.  

That's to facilitate team meetings, activities at trainings, implementation.  You have to be a positive nag.  

That's your function as a facilitator.  All right.  Content and knowledge, do you know your PBS materials?  

You should be on PAPBS all the time to check and see what's updated.  Go to PBIS, you know, the 

national, check that out.  Check out, like I said, Maryland, Florida.  Those are your jobs, link to resources.  

How many of you report back to your faculty?  I got to be honest with you, when I ran a student 

assistance program, I had -- we have to get faculty buy it.   And one of the ways to get faculty buy in is go 

back and tell them what's happening.  You know, you don't have to share specific information.  But, you 

know, when we used to hand out those forms and have the teachers fill them out and they go, "I'll fill this 

out.  What's happening?"  We used to go back there.  At every faculty meeting, we'd ask for just a couple 

of minutes when you get up -- just so you know.  You know we were dealing about 220 referrals a year 

just in the high school and we'd tell them this many got into therapy.  We had a 95% parental sign off 



rating to work with the kids because they trusted the program.  Let the parent -- let the teachers know 

that.  Let them know, you know, those are the successes.  Here's what's happening.  This is happening, 

you know, this is making a difference.  Things are going well and you got to let them know that.  Team 

leader and a coach, this is the difference.  If you're a team leader, there's your function, the left-hand side.  

If you're a coach, responsibilities on the right-hand side.  As a facilitator, be prepared, set an open and 

relaxed tone, establish your ground rules and like I said, you have all of these in there, but it's something 

for you to think about.  Ask questions.  Don't dominate.  How are you at consensus building?  Have you 

ever in one of those meetings where nobody can agree?  How do you come to a common ground?  

Where -- what do you think?  And that's what data is?  You see, this is a problem and not everybody's 

going to agree on how the behave -- how to handle the problem, but come to some kind of consensus 

and try it.  Be open.  All right.  And reserve time for the closing.  Be open, be honest, be brief and don't try 

to bullshit the people.  That's the simplest way to put it, really useful.  Same thing with the kids, I tell 

people all the time, "Nobody can identify a phone quicker than kids," you know.  Believe me.  And when 

go into a school district and they say, "Who do you want to work with?"  You know what I do?  I don't 

automatically go to the administrator for guidance, I look at them and I say, "Okay, let me ask you a 

question, who in this building if they take over a club, the membership goes from 10 to 150?  That's who I 

want talk with."  Because you know what, that's where the kids gravitate to and that's the person who's 

going to get the program going for you.  You know what I mean?  It -- really, and it could be anybody.  

That's why you also want to go with everybody. You know, I got cafeteria workers, we got janitors, 

everybody involved in the process, you know.  Something to keep in mind here, this is out Carnegie 

Mellon and UCLA, they did some research on communication, 55% body language, 38% [inaudible] yeah, 

well, let's do this, you know.  Have you ever sit in one of the classrooms like that and go, "Oh, Jesus, let 

me out of here," you know.  Nobody wants to be here.  Seven percent is actual words, all right?  And you 

could see, this is a research out of UCLA.  When we give a message, 93% of that message is non-verbal.  

Yeah.  So when you're talking to people and you're going, "Yeah, let's do this."  And then you wonder why 

they don't want to follow you.  Well, there's the reason why they don't want to follow you because you 

don't want to follow you.  They're looking at you and say, "No, you know, this is -- you know, he's just 

getting a paycheck, right?  If I do it, I'm not being paid for this."  So, you know, all right.  Information is not 

communication.  Don't try to just overwhelm them.  All right.  Be available to answer questions, provide 

any new information you may discover.  Be a positive nag.  I didn't show the side of my wife, honey, are 

we doing the right thing?  They -- I, you know, that we -- yeah, honey [inaudible] all right.  Be a link to 

resources and don't be afraid to say you don't know and look the answer up because, you know, you're 

the expert.  Keep on learning, be open to new ideas, you know.  You know how you -- how many of you 

have found your parents were wiser than you thought they were when you were young?  And my dad 

used to always look at me and one of his pet lines would say, "When you quit learning, you're dead."  And 

I've always felt that way, but I just love to learn.  I mean I'll be honest with you, if one of you volunteers to 

pay for it, I'll be back for my doctor tomorrow.  I just don't want to have to pay for it.  So -- but, you know, 



you have to be open to new ideas, keep on learning and be open to new -- respect others opinions and 

ideas, you have to.  All right?  So listen to other opinions and ideas.  All right.  I might just go over that.  I 

had this up in my classroom and I try to live by this.  You know, when I had that kid in class that was not a 

scholar, but he's the first one I'd call if I had a problem with my car.  So all of a sudden here we are in 

class and we're talking about, you know, the nervous system.  And you know what, I took the nervous 

system and I showed how the ignition and the electronics in the car work and I had him explain it to us.  

And then we talked about hormones and when we talk about body fluids, he talked about the lube that's in 

the car.  It's the same thing.  Guys, we're a machine.  We're a miraculous machine.  We're nothing more 

to be honest with you.  Now, I saw that smile because you do have to be careful where you go some of 

this stuff.  I know you know it.  You always have to worry about that, but you also have to have a sense of 

humor when you're in that classroom, you know.  Yeah.  But, you know, that kid was excellent and you 

gave that kid a chance to shine.  So, you know, I'm sorry, but I have yet to run into anybody.  There's 

always [inaudible] at something, so you want to keep that in mind.  Okay.  And some of you are familiar 

with the old necker cube, so you know what I'm going to do.  Here's what I'm going to do, I'm going to 

time you, all right?  And for those who are familiar with the necker cube, what I'm going to do is I'm going 

to time you for no more than 15 seconds whenever I say go and what you are going to have to do is 

you're going to have to stare at that corner.  Do you see which corner I'm talking about there?  All right.  

They tell me I can't step in front of the screen, you know what I mean, because I'm going to screw things 

up.  But anyway, you get a corner right there?  Whenever I say go, I want you to stare at that corner and I 

want you to count how many times it jumps on you.  Now, don't go yet until I tell you.  Go.  Stop.  Okay.  

How many people in here it didn't jump at all?  How many people in here it jumped one to three times?  

How many people three to eight times?  How many people eight to ten times?  How many people over 

ten times?  What?  Why?  Who wants to explain it to me?  You know, this is actually a test that they do 

use in engineering and architectural school.  So do you think you would rather be somebody that it didn't 

shift at all?  How many people think it would be better to be somebody with zero to one shifts?  You don't 

know, so you don't want to put your hands up.  That's another thing we're really good at.  We teach the 

fear of failure, you know.  I used to love it when I went to that second grade classroom and I'd look at that 

class and I'd say, "All right.  What's the square root of 1,472?"  And every hand went up, you know, and I 

go, "Give me a break."  And they you go, "My dad said--" you know, they didn't care.  But then you'd go in 

to a high school classroom and you turn around and you say, "What's the square root of four?"  And, you 

know, every kid knows the answer, but we've taught that fear of failure.  All right.  So for those of you who 

it did not jump on one or zero times, all right, that's the cause.  You really have extremely strong focus.  

Now, those of you who it jumped ten times -- what about you?  Very flexible.  Now, the only reason I used 

this is this, which person do you want on your team?  Both of them.  Both of them.  Do you see what I 

mean?  Because you know what, there's something to be said for the people that have that flexibility of 

mind.  There's other people -- you want those people with that focus, that change.  You know, those are 

the kind of things.  The other thing I do -- how many of you have gone online and looked at the video with 



the gorilla?  It's not hilarious.  I went before a group of seventh and eighth graders, 80 kids, for those of 

you who haven't seen it, you have to go look at it, for those of you who haven't seen it.  But anyhow, I 

took 80 seventh and eighth graders and it's online, you can pull it up, and they have three people with 

white t-shirts and then three people with black t-shirts on and you say to the kids sitting in an auditorium, 

"All right, I want you to count the number of times that the people in the white t-shirt pass the ball."  And 

they pass the ball and they counted and then when you're done you look at them and say, "How many 

times?"  And they go like, "14 times."  You go, "Wow, that's great."  How many of you saw the gorilla walk 

in and stop in the middle and then walk through?"  And then they'll go, "What gorilla?"  And I'm telling you 

when I say out of the 80 junior high school kids sitting looking at a big screen, only one saw the gorilla 

because you're so focused.  See, it's your perceptual set.  Where's your mind?  And that's what we have 

to do.  We have to realize we're all different, we all have different perceptions.  That's why I had that other 

slide, perception is reality, people.  Perception is reality too.  Now, here's my thing I always did here too 

and this is the closing so you can be sure I always get you out of here on time.  Now, when I was a city 

manager, I have people come in all the time with great ideas.  Here's what we can do to improve the 

community.  Here's what we can do.  And I always say, "Are you a chicken or are you a pig?"  And they 

look at me, "Chicken or pig?"  Well, here's the difference between a chicken and a pig when it comes 

breakfast time.  There's a lot of chickens out there, shortage on pigs.  All right.  How many of you have 

ever worked with a lot of chickens?  Yeah, you know, sure.  I got a great idea.  Yeah.  Yeah.  Who's going 

to help me plant for the wheat?  Not I.  Who's going to help me harvest it?  Not I.  Who's going to help me 

eat the bread?  Hey, I'm there, brother, you know, right?  And these are just takeaway messages.  Use 

the data, look at the outcomes, look at the practices.  You're a coach, be prepared, use your resources 

and I love this place.  All right.  I have a question.  Are you ready?  Nope.  And I'm going to look back, the 

first hand that goes up in the air.  Here's my question.  All right.  What's the answer?  Oh, who knows the 

answer?  All right.  Here we go.  Am I still working?  Here's my question and I'm looking for the first hand 

to go up.  What percent of my message is non-verbal?  You got it lady. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Seven. 

CURTIS DAVIS: No. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: [inaudible] 

CURTIS DAVIS: I'm just reading.  I'm sorry [inaudible] hey, I want to say this, guys, you've been great and 

I enjoyed it.  Thank you very much. 


